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At the 1987 conference, which was something like a first attempts at a “partial
rehabilitation” of King-Emperor Sigismund, I had the task of summarizing our reassessment of the Luxemburgian age in Central Europe. I wrote that we agreed that the
tasks Sigismund would have had to master—opposing the largest military force of the
time, the Ottoman Empire, and facing the most important intellectual and religious
challenges of the medieval church and state, the Great Schism and the Hussites—would
have demanded a person larger than life. That he was not. But he was an often realist,
though sometimes illusions-chasing and sometimes successful “statesman in Central
Europe who managed, under the given—as far as one can judge, rather constrained—
conditions to halt the decline of his countries for decades and in certain respects was able
to lay foundations for steps forward.” 1 The following, rather impromptu, impressions
about the king-emperor’s contributions to the legal development of the kingdom of
Hungary, may be one of these “foundations.”
While working with my colleagues on volume four of our Medieval Laws of
Hungary/Decreta Regni Mediaevalis Hungariae,2 I was struck by the fact that the laws of
Sigismund are frequently mentioned in the decreta of Jagiellonian Hungary—a century
or so after their issue. It is well known that medieval laws were subject to the paradoxical
view that while only old law is good law, law needed to be new, i.e. renewed by the ruler
in power.3 Even Werbőczy, in the early sixteenth century perceived lex as being but the
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acceptance of custom over a time, while statute law may or may not override it.4 Thus, it
is remarkable that Sigismund’s decreta were more than once expressly referred to and
quoted verbatim in the decrees of Wladislas II and Louis II in the late 1490s and early
1500s.5 Actually, this fact raises the question of the preservation of the text of royal laws,
about which we know little, only that the need for their collection and edition comes up
repeatedly at the sixteenth-century diets.
It is, of course, not surprising when the estates refer to the laws of the “kings
Sisgimsund, Albert and Ladislas Posthumus”: by this they only wish to point out their
resentment against the “innovations” (as they call them)6 of Matthias Corvinus. These are
mere political statements. Similarly, calling upon the liberties granted by “the holy kings”
or specifically by Andrew II (that is, the Golden Bull of 1222), are traditional and
rhetorical pieces. It is not these I was surprised by but the citing of particular measures
from decreta of the first half of the fourteenth century.
Comparing the law-making under Sigismund with that of other rulers in
“statistical” terms, it is not particularly impressive: his decreta cover merely 58 printed
pages in our bi-lingual edition (in Latin alone, of course), without the fragmentary and
lost ones (those, which Bónis et al. included in their DRH7). In contrast, those of
Matthias fill a whole volume of 70-odd pages8 and those of Wladislas some 150 pages in
small print in the millennial edition of the CJH.9 Thus it is not its volume that is
particularly impressive, even if we compare it with his predecessors, who issued very few
decreta, Louis I in fact only one, Mary, if one wants to be generous, two.10
But that is not the main point. Rather, while re-reading the legislation of the
1400s, the first thing I found remarkable is the tone (especially of the preambles) of the
Sigismundian statutes. Ever since the earliest documents that can be called decreta (and I
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am not thinking of the “law books” of the eleventh-twelfth century, the original format of
which is difficult to establish), down to the late medieval ones, the typical “frame” of
most royal decrees is that the king called the regnicolae for a consultation regarding the
affairs of the realm, whereupon they submitted him a number of requests and
suggestions, which then the ruler found “useful and suitable for the welfare of the
kingdom” and, therefore, issued them under his seal etc. etc.11 In a way, one may say—
somewhat anachronistically—that this form predated the later, modern procedure of
dietalis tractatus, the presentation of the gravamina by the nobility vs royal proposal and
so forth.
Sigismund’s decreta—except the ca. 1397 Timişoara one—are not framed in this
format. Of course, they, too, imply the participation of the prelati, barones et noblies
regni, and frequently mention that they complained about some abuse, but the royal will,
often in true imperial formulation (even before his election to the German-Roman
empire), is prevailing. A few passages may indicate, what I mean:
In the so-called placetum regium of 6 April 1404, Sigismund wrote:
Nos itaque, qui cunctorum et precipue nobis subiectorum incomodis subvenire et
calamitates, quibus gravantur, reprimere tenemur […] oppressiones nichilominus
et huiusmodi tribulationes […] iam ulterius tollerare non v[a]lentes […]
presertium series auctoritate eiusdem sacre corone et de plenitudine regie
potestatis volumus, pronuntiamus, [etc. etc.] 12
The decree about the cities (15 April 1405) opens, among others with these
words:
Neque enim princeps esse potest inglorious, qui de subiectorum pace et securitate
semper cogitat, neque non ignavus, qui futuris malis et periculis non previdet,
quando potest. Hinc est quod convocatis ex omnibus regni nostri comitatibus […
etc. …] quasdam consuetudines, que potius abusiones videbantur, abolendas,
quasdam moderandas, quasdam in melius reformandas, quedam etiam de novo
statuendas decrevimus, sanximus et ordinavimus, prout infra.13
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Note the intention of the legislator to abolish and change custom, a matter rarely
expressed in medieval law, where custom tended to prevail above all other kinds of
“law.” The problem about custom is also adumbrated in the decretum of 31 August 1405,
where it is said that harm and disadvantage may occur ex diversis consuetudnis et sepe
contrariis (by the different and frequently contradictory customs) to the people of the
kingdom, when the army moved to campaign.14
Finally, a sub clause of true imperial (at that time, legitimately so) formulation in
Article 17 of 8 March 1435, the Decretum Maius: Porro equitatem et iuris observatiam,
quam inter regnicolas nostras vigere peroptamus, a nostra regia maiestate exordium
habere demonstrare volentes, presenti decreto stabilimus.. [etc.],15 which is nothing less
than the enunciation of what has been summarized in the maxim about the prince as the
source of law.
A similar tone can be observed occasionally in the laws issued by King Matthias
(especially in his Decretum Maius of 1486),16 but even there, the king did not claim the
right to alter the consuetudo, but felt obliged to emphasize the upholding of ancient
custom.17 This kind of language vanished from the discourse of the Jagiellos18 and then,
later, of the Habsburgs as well. I believe, it needs additional research into the legal
personnel of Sigismund and their acquaintance with Roman Law (of which these
formulations are reminiscent),19 before one can say more on this matter.
What seems to have survived the century after the issue of these laws in terms of
contents? Reference (often verbatim quote) was made to a number of very different kinds
of measures codified for the first time under Sigismund. By this, I do not wish to imply
that they were not based on the oft-quoted “ancient custom,” but they received their first
formulation in a legally precise way by Sigismund’s lawyers. Many of these, cited in the
Jagiellonian laws, found their way into the Tripartitum of Werbőczy, thus remaining
relevant in the courts for centuries, more or less until the end of the ancien régime.
Earlier we thought that the permission of peasants to move—or to be moved—
from one estate to another (or to the towns) was first codified in what used to be called
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the “Compilatio of c. 1300.” Now, since Pál Engel has convincingly demonstrated that
this text cannot be earlier than the early fifteenth century,20 we have to recognize that it
became law under Sigismund. I do not doubt that the practice may have had its origins in
the fourteenth century and had something to do with labor shortages following the Black
Death, but it was written down in so many words only in 1397.21 This matter was
referred to for a century, until—at least legally and theoretically—suspended in the wake
of the peasant war of 1514. The implications of this permission and later its restriction
cannot be discussed here now.22
It is usual to quote Werbőczy for the arrangements of the filial quarter for noble
23
girls, especially the clause that it has to be given out in land, if they marry a commoner
(a non-possessionatus). In fact, it is first spelled out in so many words in Sigismund’s
Decretum Maius, in connection with the entire issue of female inheritance. Here, too, the
custom was certainly much older and we know now from recent studies by, inter alia,
Péter Banyó, and Martyn Rady24 that this distinction was not as strictly drawn as the law
suggests. Still, the explicit statement goes back to Sigismund’s legislation and was to
have a long life.
Then, a rather technical matter, which served as the basis of legal proceedings for
a long time: the detailed list of fees and expenses for letters and executions in 8 March
1435: 9–11, was also often quoted in later times, sometimes in order to be changed in one
item or another.25 It has been seen as an attempt—probably successful—at assuring
uniform procedures at the places of authentication all across the country. Similarly, the
oath of office, prescribed by Sigismund for the noble magistrates of the counties in the
first article of the same decree26 became the model of the oath demanded from all major
20
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and minor officeholders, decreed in 1492: 33—and then repeatedly referred to as the
“Rákos oath,” as if it had been “invented” at that diet.
Finally (though there may have been many more), Sigismund’s military reforms
remained the basis of the mobilization of the Hungarian army—however often changed
and amended—until the end of the medieval kingdom.27 I am not thinking only of the
militia portalis, introduced at the Timişora diet (particularly, because we know too little
about its implementation in the century before Mohács)28, but rather the elaborate rules
on the army’s behavior during campaigns29 and, above all, the list of banderia, which are
contained in Sigismund’s propositions, sent to Hungary from Siena.30 While some
changes—not unimportant for the structure of the nobility!—were introduced in the
Jagellonian age, the reference to “campaigning according to the register of Sigismund”
was a recurrent phrase. In a certain respect, this is not surprising, considering that the
baronial rule of those decades had some similarities with that of Sigismund’s times. The
differences would need a more elaborate discussion.
All in all, it seems that a good part of the legal arrangements of the king-emperor
was at least as long lasting an achievement of his reign as was the establishment of the
southern frontier defense system by his barons.31 And in terms of social, military, and
administrative norms, they were indeed preparing “steps forward.”
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